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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Friday 12th February 2021

Spellings.
1. class 5. move
2. grass 6. prove
3. pass 7. improve
4. guess 8. remove

Handwriting.



Wake up shake up!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=388Q44ReOWE

Move and freeze!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3PFMOjGkvc


Punctuation ladder.
Apostrophes for contractions (2 words, joined together and shortened)
Join the words, using an apostrophe.

Put one of the contractions into a sentence.



Phonics
• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today is ‘ai’ in rain.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/HEmVpWp4/SxEjP3zZ

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/I8qfr2Mv/8StpZ1kW

Try reading some of these longer words-

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/uCD7z3FM/gBVy6k2Z

If your child has completed phonics please read with them. Use some of the 
questions on the next slide to develop their understanding of what they have read.

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/HEmVpWp4/SxEjP3zZ
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/I8qfr2Mv/8StpZ1kW
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/uCD7z3FM/gBVy6k2Z


Reading time!
• You can find books at the right level for your child at 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/

User name: jrreaders2

Password: superstars

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/




Homophones

Homophones are words that sound the same but are spelt differently and have 
different meanings.

For example

right- this means that something is correct

write- this is a way of communicating words onto paper. 

They sound exactly the same, but they are spelt differently and they mean 
different things- they are homophones!



Can put any of the words into sentences? 

Can you match the words to their correct meaning? 



there- over there
their- belongs to someone of something
they’re- they are

There, their or they’re? 





Weekly mental arithmetic. Write out the questions and work out the answers. 

Shhh! Parent’s, don’t tell the children, but the answers are on the next slide!







Reflection

What have you learned today?
What do you know now, that you didn’t know at the 
start of the lesson?

What have you found challenging? 
Is there anything from today’s lesson you think you 
need more practise with?



Science
• Try this quiz to see what you have learned and can 
remember about living things. 



Complete the quiz to see what you have learned about living things this half term…



Complete the quiz to see what you have learned about living things this half term…



P.E

On Sunday, it will be Valentines day.

For P.E today, join in with this Valentine themed yoga session!



Art

It’s Friday afternoon! You have made it to the end of half ter. Well done for 
being a superstar and working hard. Have a lovely rest this next week and enjoy 
some time with your family. 

#DrawWithRob 23 Teddy - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjFYTq6e6BE

